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Whatsapp riddles with answers in telugu

Hello, peeping! Are you looking for the best and latest WhatsApp puzzles? Well, you're in the right place. In this article, we will change more than 50 games that you can play with friends on WhatsApp. We cover both questions and answers to games. Some of them are common knowledge, others are much more complicated. If you're
bored and looking for something to challenge your intelligence, check out these super fun mind games. If you think you're a genius, well, think again... This post brings you the most interesting WhatsApp puzzles of 2020. These puzzles will keep you busy for hours! Test your friend's intelligence by challenging them to solve these great
puzzles. You can copy each puzzle easily and send it to your friend. It's a fun way to test your friend's intelligence and get to know them more. You can also break the ice with new friends by inviting them to help you solve these puzzles! So, read on and try to solve these WhatsApp puzzles. The best Whatsapp puzzles to send to your
friends in this post, we have shared some of the best Whatsapp puzzles and challenging questions with answers that you can ask your friends. Have fun, and good luck! The biggest brain wash solve this?  ? + ? + ? + ? 80 x 90 - 100 Negative figures are not allowed Answer: Akkad and Bakkad , Bombay, Bo 80 - 90 - Por 100 Identify
these street food 3.bread pakoda 4. bread noodles 6.pani puri 7.momos 8.bread omellete 9.manchurian 10.kabab 11.corn chaat 12.Pop corn masala 13. fried chicken 14. VEG Biryaani I leave everything else for you to guess. Hehe Logical Chocolate How Many steps it takes to break down a m y size chocolate bar in 1 and 1 piece? You
can break an existing piece of chocolate horizontally or vertically. You can't break two or more pieces at once (so without cutting through stacks). Answer: - You need a munce - 1 step. By breaking an existing shape horizontally or vertically, you simply increase the total number of pieces per unit. You already have 1 piece, so you need a
muna - 1 step to get to the muen pieces. Birthday WhatsApp puzzle quiz Is a very common and interesting Whatsapp puzzle for your birthday. When asked about his birthday, the man said: The day before yesterday I was only 25 years old, and next year I will turn 28. This is true only one day a year - when he was born? Answer: - He was
born on December 31 and spoke about it on January 1. Dec 30: 25 Dec 31: 26 January 1 (this year): 26'... next year I will turn 28' 31 December (this year): 27 December 31 (next year): 28 Who is the killer??? Exercise for all detective friends. Guess the movie puzzle with the answer here's whatsapp movie puzzle with the answers.
Answer: - Dilwale Dulhaniya Le Jayengey Hole Problem Foodie Friends Puzzle Here's a Very Whatsapp Food Puzzle. Just copy it and share it on WhatsApp. Identify these street food items 1.???? yes 2.??? 3.??? Yes 4.??? 5.??? 5.??? 7. ?os 8.?? 9.?? 10.? AB 11. ?? 12. ??? 13. ??? 14. ?. Bi? 15. ?? Answer: 1. Batata Wada 2. Samosa
3. Pakoda Bread 4. Pav Bhaji 5. Ragda Pattis 6. Pani Puri 7. Nachos 8. Bread omelette 9. Manchurian 10. Kabab 11. Corn chat 12. Sweet corn soup 13. fried chicken 14. A veg. Biryani 15. Frankie Full NAME Guessing Game ???? Do you know the full shape of these words❓❗❓❗?? NEWSPAPER NEWS - ??? Chess?? Cold?? Joke??
Goal?? Date?? Have?? Tea?? Handle?? Smile?? ANSWER BYE: NEWSPAPER - Northeast-West Southwest past and present event reports. CHESS - Horiot, Horse, Elephant, Soldiers. COLD is a chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. JOKE - The Joy of Children Eentertainment. AIM - Aambition in mind. DATE - Assessing day and
time. EAT - Energy and taste. TEA - Taste and energy aadmitted. PEN - Power enriched in Nib. SMILE - Sweet mmemories in lip expression. BYE - Be with you every time. NAME ka funda Johnny's mother had three children. The first child was named April. The second child was named in May. that was the name of the third child..
Answer: - Johny Maths Genious, if you genius solve it: - 40 y 14 y 11 30 y 13 y 12 20 y 12 x 6 10 y 11 ? Answer: 2 Logic: 40'14'560'5'6'0'11 30'390'3'9'0'12 20'12'240 2'4'0' 6 So 10'11'110'1'1'0'2 ODD EMOJI OUT Answer:- Third Line Third Monkey Theorem Puzzle Answer: - a'n'b'n'n Balls Puzzle Blue, Red and White Balloon Mathematics
Puzzle Can Anyone Solve This..???? ⚪ +?? ⚪ +?? ⚪ __________ =??? What are the numbers?? ⚪ ? Conditions: can not use zero (0) Answer :? - Blue ball - 1? - Red Balloon - 4 ⚪ - White Balloon - 8 Mathematics Puzzle Some WhatsApp mathematical puzzles with answers to test your friend's knowledge. Puzzle!!! if 111 x 09 444 -
12,777 - 15, then 888 - ??? Answer: One'one (3'3'3)09 Four Four 4 (4'4'4)12 Seven77(5'5'5)15 So Eight Eight Eight (5'5'5) 15 More Puzzles for Exercise Read also: WhatsApp Dare Games We Hope, We Hope, that you liked these challenging WhatsApp puzzles! You're going to find them all on your own? It took us a long time to
understand them. Do you have your own puzzles that you would like to share with us? Let us know in the comments below. Stay swithing friends! Bright SideNewPopularInspirationCreativityWonderOnce you show children's puzzles to adults, most of them immediately get brain freeze. Bright Side invites you to stretch your brain a bit and
check if you can handle the issues from children's books. Preliminary photo loan depositphotos Last update January 3, 2020 One of the best ways to stimulate young minds is to engage them in some brainstorming sessions, and solving riddles is the best way to enhance the thinking skills of young children. Children not only solve riddles
with fun, but also different new skills. Here are some interesting and creative puzzles or brain teasers for children that will stimulate their cognitive development. Even something like how a riddle can work wonders for children in many ways. Here are some of the benefits of the puzzle for children. 1. Riddles bridge the gap between parents
and children and strengthens ties. It also helps children overcome social problems when they interact with other people and pass on riddles. 2. They encourage problem solving and critical thinking at a young age that are crucial to life. It makes them think creatively and work their brains. 3. Riddles are useful in improving children's
vocabulary when words they don't understand are thrown at them and they try to figure out what they mean. Understanding is an important part of schooling. Children can understand words or phrases from the context and identify details that would otherwise be ignored. 5. Laughter and humor are vital, and riddles often provide intellectual
humor. They relax children's minds by teaching them as they are interested. Read also: 20 Easy and Popular Language Twisters for Kids 50 Easy Brain Stimulating Riddles for Kids with Answers From Easy Riddles for Kids to Hard Riddles, we'll discuss different types of puzzles that will help polish your thinking skills. We will also discuss
that I am a riddle for children, for a more fun experience with family and friends. Aside from the riddles, you can also try other activities and games that are fun and educational. Below, some crazy, funny and clever English puzzles for kids that will make learning a more interesting experience: 1. Mystery: What starts with the letter t, is full
of 't' and ends with 't'? Answer: Teapot with tea in it. 2. Riddle: What is the biggest English alphabet that contains more water in it? Answer: Letter S. Riddle: Can you guess what is at the end of the rainbow? Answer: The letter 'W'. Mystery: What will weigh more, one pound of cotton or one pound of iron? Answer: Neither weighs more or
less, as they weigh the same, one pound. Mystery: In a single-story house, there is a red chair, a red bed, a red computer, red flowers, a red table, a red carpet - all around red. What is the color of the stairs? Answer: It's a one-story house, which means there's no stairs. Mystery: I have a face and two hands, but no arms or legs. Who am
I? Answer: Watch. Mystery: What begins and ends with the letter E, but has only one letter? Answer: Envelope. Mystery: Why can't a person living in New York be buried in Chicago? Answer: Because he's alive. Riddle: What should be broken before you use it? Answer: Egg. Mystery: What month of the year has 28 days? Answer: All
months have 28 days. 11. Mystery: Where do you find Friday until Thursday? Answer: In the dictionary. Mystery: Tommy throws the ball as hard as he can and he comes back to it with nothing or anyone touching it. As? tossed the ball up. Riddle: What has a neck, but no head? Answer: Bottle. Mystery: What did one ocean say to another
ocean? Answer: He didn't say anything. He just waved. Mystery: What has holes in everything but still holds water? Answer: Sponge. Mystery: The girl fell from a 40-foot ladder but was still unharmed. Why? Answer: She fell from the bottom of the cliff. Riddle: What is often used by others, but belongs to you? Answer: Your name. Riddle:
What goes up but never comes down? Answer: Age. Mystery: What do you always answer, don't ask any questions? Answer: A doorbell. Riddle: Imagine that you are in the middle of the sea. Your boat has a hole and you are surrounded by sharks. What are you going to do? Answer: Stop imagining. 21. Mystery: Which two keys can't
open doors? Answer: Donkey and monkey. Riddle: Can you guess the easiest way to double your money? Answer: Place it in front of the mirror. Mystery: Everyone has one, and no one can lose it. Can you guess what it is? Answer: Shadow. Mystery: What word is wrong in each dictionary? Answer: The word is wrong. Mystery: Which
tree can be held in your hand? Answer: Palm Riddle: Is it possible for anyone not to sleep for ten days? A: It's possible because we all sleep all night, not during the day. Mystery: It is filled with keys, but is unable to open any door. What's it? Answer: Piano. Riddle: What has horns but makes no noise? Answer: Rhino. Mystery: What is as
big as an elephant, but weighs nothing? Answer: Elephant Shadow. Mystery: What has your shoes even during sleep? Answer: Horse. 31. Mystery: If you threw a white stone into the red sea, what will happen to it? Answer: It will get wet. Riddle: Can you guess what gets wetter and wetter as it dries? Answer: Towel. Mystery: What is a
four-legged but can't walk? Answer: Table. Mystery: Bird, monkey, cat and squirrel climbed on coconut palm. Who will eat mango first? Answer: No, since they are on a coconut tree and there is no mango there. Mystery: My pockets are empty, but they still have something in it. Answer: They have holes in it. Who am I? Answer: I'm a flag.
Riddle: You can serve it but can't eat it? Answer: Tennis ball. Mystery: He gets whipped and beaten, but he never cries. What's it? Answer: Egg. Mystery: He has four eyes, but he still can't see anything. What's it? Answer: Mississippi. Mystery: I bought for food, but people don't eat me. Why? Answer: Because I'm a plate. 41.Riddle: I am
the English word. If you pronounce me correctly, you're wrong, and if you say me wrong, you're right. What's my word? Answer: The word is wrong. Mystery: My never hungry. Can you guess why? Answer: Because it's stuffed. Mystery: What would you call a person who doesn't have all his fingers in one hand? Answer: A normal person
because you have fingers on both hands. Mystery: Why did the little girl bury her torch? Answer: Because his batteries died. Mystery: It starts with 'P', ends with an 'E' and has thousands of letters in it. Answer: Post Office. Mystery: Three men jump into the water, but only two come out with wet hair. Why? Answer: The third person was
bald. Mystery: Sherri's father has five daughters - Sasha, Sese, Soso. Guess the name of your fifth daughter. Answer: If you think it's Susu, you're wrong. It's Sherry. Mystery: What comes once a minute, twice in a moment, but never in a thousand years? Answer: This is the letter M. Riddle: If you are going south on an electric train, which
way is the smoke coming from the train? Answer: Nowhere. The electric train does not produce smoke. Mystery: They come at night without being called and disappear during the day without stealing. Can you guess what they are? Answers: Stars. Riddles and puzzles not only instill in children intellectual humor, but also stimulate the
development of the brain. Riddles and puzzles can also expand their vocabulary and make learning a fun process for them as kids are more interested in game-based learning. Get a monthly activity box for your child to promote good brain health. READ ALSO: Innovative and fun brain games for kids trivia questions and answers for
children Common knowledge questions and answers for children's children
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